AFFIDAVIT
(To accompany application for limited payout machine site licence)

I, the undersigned,
hereby make oath and declare as follows:

, ID number

,

1. I am the sole proprietor/duly authorised representative* of
[insert

name

of

primary

business]

(“the business”), which conducts the business of
[indicate nature of primary business] on the site

situated at
(“the Site”) and in respect of which application is being made to the Western Cape Gambling and
Racing Board (“the Board”) for a limited payout machine site licence.
2. On

[insert date] and in the abovementioned capacity, I signed an agreement with
(“the Route operator”), in terms of which the Route

operator will make available up to five limited payout machines for play on the Site in the event that the
Site is licensed by the Board.
3. I hereby declare that neither I, nor any other person with actual or ostensible authority to represent the
business, has entered to any agreement with any person other than the Route operator specified herein in
respect of making available limited payout machines for play on the Site. I understand that if it is
established that I, or any other person representing or purporting to represent the business, have
concluded an agreement to make available limited payout machines on the Site, other than the agreement
contemplated in paragraph 2, the enclosed application for a limited payout machine site licence will be
rejected by the Board, the Site will not be licensed and the potential for future licensing of the Site may
be negatively influenced or delayed.
4. I am aware that the gambling industry is strictly regulated and that a licence will be granted in respect of
the Site only if the site are found to be suitable by the Board, the business activities conducted thereon
are Actful and all parties having a financial interest in the business comply with the eligibility
requirements contained in the Act. I am also aware that all persons proposed to play an active role in the
day-to-day operation of gambling activities on the Site will have to submit to investigation and will be
able to fulfill those functions only if they are licensed thereto by the Board.

* delete which is not applicable

Authorised Signature

5. I confirm that I am aware that, should any statement made herein be false, I would expose myself to a
conviction on a charge of perjury and would, in such an event, be prima facie disqualified for licensing
and/or liable to have any licence issued to the business or to me in my personal capacity suspended or
revoked in terms of the provisions of section 42(1)(a) of the Act.
I know and understand the contents of the above declaration.
I have no objection to taking the prescribed oath.
I consider the prescribed oath to be binding on my conscience.

SIGNATURE – DEPONENT

DATE

CERTIFICATION BY COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

* delete which is not applicable

Authorised Signature

